
#90976

Americana 3-Ring Pool 
Perfect size & activity for every patriotic 
swimmer. 60" diameter & integrated  
easy drain valve.  
Case Qty: 12

#9255
Color Changing 
Solar Floating Thermometer
Solar powered floating thermometer 
featuring RGB LED gradient lighting that 
illuminates the globe and behind reader 
for easy viewing. Automatically charges 
with a lighting duration up to 8 hours.  
Case Qty: 12

#91751
Light Up Dive Torpedoes  
(3-Pack)
Our newest light up torpedo dive toys! 
Perfect for the pool or bath time to 
strengthen those swimming & speed 
skills. Simply tap to activate.   
Assorted Colors as shown. Case Qty: 12

#91224
Light Up Sea Animals  
(4-Pack)
Light up sea animals activated when 
in water that will keep your little one 
exploring the depths of the pool (and bath) 
all season long.  
Assorted Animals as shown. Case Qty: 6

#91214
Light Up Piranha Fish Set 
(4-Pack)
These light up piranhas are activated in 
water and are the perfect companions for 
the pool and bath time.  
Assorted Colors as shown. Case Qty: 6
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SWIMLINE® NEW PRODUCTS SWIMLINE® NEW PRODUCTS

Take out your phone, open the camera, & point it at the 
QR code to the left. We have more new items to show 
you for 2023, so don't forget to take a look! We promise 
they won't disappoint. 

SCAN QR CODE
for more new items
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#90700

Americana Eagle 
Patriotic Eagle with vibrant red, white, & blue colors 
to complete your holiday pool setup. Pair with our 
Americana series floats (pages 48-51). Case Qty: 4

#91211
Green Light Up Piranha Fish 
(1-Pack) Case Qty: 12

#90661

Cheers Bubbly Float 
Celebrate sunshine with a glass of Swimline bubbly! 
Bring the bar to the pool & cheers with friends.  
Case Qty: 6

GREEN PIRANHA ALSO 
AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY

#90500

Spiral Tie Dye Island 
Bring the rainbow to any cloudy day on this 72" 
island. With our new modern & fun design, this is 
the perfect float to brighten up your summer.  
Case Qty: 4

#90559

Spiral Tie Dye Ring 
Good vibes only on this modern, chic, & fun new 42"  
tie-dye ring for a vibrant & colorful summer. Offers 
comfort & relaxation so you can sit back and relax  
all summer long. Case Qty: 12




